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about

STAYCEE PEARL dance project (SPdp) exists to interpret and mirror human condition through dance and dance-cen-
tered artistic experiences. With diverse casting and programming, SPdp produces dynamic live performances layered 
with powerful visual and sound elements.

History:
SPdp started as an informal incubator in 2010 with its first concert PUPA. From 2010 - 2013 SPdp was resident dance 
company of the Kelly-Strayhorn Theater. SPdp ended this formative residency with the premiere of ...on being..., an in-
vestigation of race, gender, and personal identity in relation to conversations around Post-Blackness. Since these early 
works, SPdp has created three evening-length works, including ABBEY: In The Red, a work inspired by the unique Jazz 
vocals of Abbey Lincoln and the civil rights movement she helped give voice to. Through re-imagined live music and 
dance, this project juxtaposes the current cultural movement with that of the sixties.

SPdp is based in PearlArts Studios (PAS), a 2000 square foot dance/art studio on the 6th floor of the Mine Factory 
building in Pittsburgh PA. PAS serves the community by providing space for; movement classes, rehearsals, public 
events, art workshops, and artist residencies. PearlArts is the home of PearlDiving Movement Residency: a month-long 
residency for artists making dance centered multi-media works. This unique experience provides a generous stipend, 
work and live space, and a variety of resources to support the work of both local and national artist.



staycee pearl | artistic/executive director
Staycee R. Pearl received her initial dance training at the Alvin Ailey American Dance Center. After relocating to Pittsburgh, 
she served a six-year tenure as Artistic Director of Xpressions Contemporary and choreographed Nathan Davis’ jazz op-
eras: Just Above My Head, Carmen Jones, and Lost in the Stars, all produced by the Opera Theater of Pittsburgh. Ms. 
Pearl graduated from the University of Pittsburgh with honors in Studio Arts/Africana Studies.  In 2010, STAYCEE PEARL 
dance project (SPdp) debuted at the Kelly-Strayhorn Theater, and served as resident dance company for the theater for 
three years. Staycee’s visual arts exhibitions include STACKS, inspired by Romare Bearden, and Fe Gallery’s My Mythos. 
Staycee and and husband/creative partner Herman Pearl proudly opened their dance/art/sound space, PearlArts Studios, 
in April of 2012. In February of 2013, SPdp premiered ...on being..., an evening-length piece that remained on Creative 
Capital’s ON OUR RADAR for one year.  As a guest teaching artist for the University of Pittsburgh Theatre Arts Department, 
Staycee choreographed the acclaimed musical production, In the Heights (Lin Manuel-Miranda) in 2014. Mrs. Pearl con-
tinues to create new works including PLAYGROUND and FLOWERZ, and is now working on a new Jazz Ballet, ABBEY:In 
The Red, with her husband/sound designer Herman Soy Sos Pearl to premier with live sound at the August Wilson Center 
in downtown Pittsburgh. She enjoys collaborating with other dance artists including Bill Shannon, and she’s passionate 
about sharing resources and creating opportunities for the arts community by initiating project-generating programs includ-
ing the Charrette Series, the In The Studio Series, and the PearlDiving Movement Residency

herman pearl | co-artistic director/sound designer
Herman Pearl (Soy Sos) is head engineer and owner of Tuff Sound Recording, as well as sound designer and co-founder 
of PearlArts Studios, a sound and creative movement company he formed with his wife, Staycee Pearl. Through Pearl-
Arts, Herman creates soundscapes to serve as a component to contemporary dance. As a sound designer, Herman’s 
repertoire includes a wide variety of projects and collaborators. His work has been featured in various independent films 
and documentaries, video games, and advertising. He has designed soundscapes for numerous choreographers. He 
has collaborated with many visual artists to create installations and touring exhibits. He has recorded and produced work 
for a plethora of recording artists across genres and techniques. Herman has performed, created, and recorded his own 
music for over 25 years. With DJ MKL, Herman created 3 Generations Walking and MKL vs. Soy Sos, a deep house 
music-centered collective that produced approximately 30 releases with worldwide distribution and acclaim between 
1998 and 2006. In 1997, Pearl and longtime collaborator Christiane D founded the band Soma Mestizo, which produced 
8 albums and performed over 500 shows. With reggae group Chill Factor International/CFI Massive, Pearl acted as co-
founder, member, manager, and producer between 1986 and 1999, during which the band performed at nearly 1,000 
engagements and released six records. His full-scale sound installation, “Named/Unnamed,” was featured at 937 Gallery 
for the Pittsburgh Cultural Trust and Three Rivers Arts Festival. He continues to develop live performance ensembles, remix 
projects, and multimedia art installations.



FLOWERZ
FLOWERZ is a dance and sound performance venturing back to when both 
Staycee and Herman Pearl spent years involved in the New York house music 
scene. Herman worked on the production side while Staycee spent much of 
her free time from the dance studio in the clubs and loft parties of that era. 
Through exploration and celebration, STAYCEE PEARL dance project (SPdp) 
takes audiences through an evening-in-the-life of party goers.

Premiere: November 2016, Ace Hotel, Pittsburgh

Staycee R. Pearl / Lead Artist & Choreographer
Herman B. Pearl / Sound Designer & Engineer
Adam Paul/ Video Designer & editor
Scott Nelson/Lighting designer
Guest Artist/ Gierre Godley

Touring Cast —7 dancers
50 minutes no intermission

FLOWERZ was made possible by the generous support of the Advancing 
Black Arts in Pittsburgh fund of the Pittsburgh Foundation and the Heinz En-
dowments, the Heinz Small Arts Initiative.



PLAYGROUND inhabits a playful, fun space reminiscent of our early experi-
ences with movement. By recalling childhood memories and games, STAY-
CEE PEARL dance project compares and contrasts the uninhibited motion of 
children and the form of a professionally-trained dancer. Using journaling, im-
provisation, and collaborative discussion, the troupe created a youthful world 
that reflects the varied ages, backgrounds, and experiences of its members.

Premiere: May 2014, the Alloy Studios, Pittsburgh.

Staycee R. Pearl / Lead Artist
Herman B. Pearl / Sound Designer/Engineer
Rachel Valozzi / Costume Designer

Touring Cast — 6 Dancers
35 Minutes

PLAYGROUND was made possible by the generous support of the Advanc-
ing Black Arts in Pittsburgh fund of the Pittsburgh Foundation and the Heinz 
Endowments, the Heinz Small Arts Initiative.

PLAYGROUND



OCTAVIA
Octavia Butler was the most prominent of few African American Science 
Fiction writers. In 1995, after living in poverty for many years, she earned 
a “genius grant” from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, 
awarding her $295,000 and new expanded notoriety for writing adventures 
such as Kindred, where a 20th century black woman travels back in time 
to slavery, and Adulthood Rites, where humans and extra terrestrials live to-
gether experiencing mystical other-worldly situations. Finding similarities in 
character personalities, powers, adventures, and moods, STAYCEE PEARL 
dance project creates a world colored by Butler’s storytelling sensibilities and 
an interpretation of Butler’s own life.

Premiere: December 2011, Kelly-Strayhorn Theater, Pittsburgh
Sculptural Installation Debut: May 2012, First Voice Black Arts Festival, Au-
gust Wilson Center, Pittsburgh
Revised Version Filmed: April 2014, Kelly-Strayhorn Theater, Pittsburgh, PA

Staycee R. Pearl / Lead Artist
Herman B. Pearl / Sound Designer/Engineer
Scott Nelson / Lighting Designer

Touring Cast – 4 Dancers
40 minutes

OCTAVIA was made possible by the generous support of the Advancing 
Black Arts in Pittsburgh fund of the Pittsburgh Foundation and the Heinz En-
dowments, the Heinz Small Arts Initiative, and the Kelly-Strayhorn Theater.



...on being...
Inspired by the recent socio-political climate surrounding race and colorism, 
...on being... is a dance-centered multimedia work examining Blackness in 
relation to Post-Blackness. Using Touré’s Who’s Afraid of Post Blackness? 
and How to be Black by Baratunde Thurston as catalysts, ...on being... chal-
lenges audiences to consider a sensitive topic prominent in current events. 
Developed with consideration to many individual perspectives, ...on being... 
expands the perceived boundaries of the African Diaspora, broadens the 
conversation about race and blackness, and connects viewers to a lively 
national discussion. 

Premiere: February 2013, Kelly-Strayhorn Theater, Pittsburgh, PA

Staycee R. Pearl / Lead Artist
Herman Pearl / Sound Designer/Engineer

Touring Cast - 4 Dancers
20 minutes

...on being... is made possible by the generous support of the Advancing 
Black Arts in Pittsburgh fund of the Pittsburgh Foundation and the Heinz En-
dowments, the Heinz Small Arts Initiative, and the Kelly-Strayhorn Theater.



ABBEY: In The Red
ABBEY: In the Red investigates and celebrates the music of Jazz vocalist / 
composer Abbey Lincoln and her partner, Jazz Percussionist Max Roach, 
while also examining her life and times. ABBEY: in th Red is a live Jazz and 
dance performance. Sound designer/producer Soy Sos brings together a 
live ensemble of woodwinds, strings and electronics featuring vocalist An-
qwenique Wingfield to reimaging the music of Abbey Lincoln. Integrated into 
this immersive musical experience is a moving, contemporary dance perfor-
mance by STAYCEE PEARL dance project created to actively express the 
evolution of culture through the performing arts.

Premiere: May 2017, August Wilson Center, Pittsburgh
Staycee R. Pearl / Lead Artist
Herman B. Pearl / Sound Designer/Engineer
Anqwenique Wingfield / Lead Vocalist
Ben Opie/ Musician
Ben Barson/ Musician
Elisa Kohanski / Musician
Paul Thompson / Musician
Scott Nelson / Lighting Designer
Tereneh Mosley / Costume Designer
Atticus Adams / Costume and Set Designer

Touring Cast - 5-6 Dancers
1 Hour

ABBEY: In The Red is made possible by the Advancing Black Arts in Pitts-
burgh fund of the Pittsburgh Foundation, and the Heinz Endowments, the 
Heinz Small Arts Initiative, the August Wilson Programming Fund and the 
Opportunity Fund.



SPdp on Tour
TOURING PERSONNEL

• 4 - 7 dancers
• 1 Artistic Director
• 2 Technical staff

ON THE WEB
http://pearlartsstudios.com

• Streaming videos
• E-Press Kit
• Reviews

TOUR DATES AVAILABLE
Available upon request

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
• Complete tech rider is available upon request
• 40’x 36’ with 15’ overhead
• Can accommodate smaller spaces as needed
• Marley flooring
• Professional quality sound mixing desk
• Standard lighting with ability to create 2 - 6 separate pools

RESIDENCY & OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
• Aesthetic training workshops for youth grades 1 - 12, based on con-

ceptual resource materials
• Lecture-Demonstrations
• Beginning/Intermediate - Intermediate /Advanced contemporary dance

workshops for pre and professional dancers



Pearl began creating dance works in Pittsburgh in 2001... her impact on the dance scene goes beyond the body of work she’s created, --Mark Kanny, 
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review

It was as if the movement were unfolding with an effortless and harmonious intent, buoyed along by Herman Pearl’s mesmerizing soundscape. -- Jane 
Vranish, Pittsburgh Post Gazette

To evoke science fiction in dance would seem an enterprise fraught with risks - not least that of literalness. But at the performance I saw Saturday, Pearl 
and her collaborators, including a company of eight dancers, avoided those pitfalls and then some. -- Bill O’Driscoll, Pittsburgh City Paper

“...on being...” suited the cast, all of whom excel at multiple genres.  But what they brought to the stage in terms of self-explorations was even more excit-
ing.  Her dancers realized they could not define themselves by their race, when so much factored into their artistic experience. Gender played a role in their 
work, as did sexuality. --Adrienne Totino, Coal Hill Review

The Pearls have two of the more fertile imaginations in the Pittsburgh artistic community. -- Jane Vranish, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

SPdp’s FLOWERZ was named one of Seven Transportive Pittsburgh Dance Programs of 2016 by Pittsburgh City Paper press
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